[Space-time distribution of individual cat EEG theta-oscillations in biologically different situations].
A study was made of statistical properties of temporal sequences of single oscillations in theta-range arising on EEG of different areas of the cat brain in two experimental situations: indifferent to the animal or biologically significant for it. EEG of eight structures in the left hemisphere were analysed in six cats: the caudate nucleus, the ventral and dorsal hippocampus, the mediodorsal nucleus of the thalamus, the lateral hypothalamus, the occipital, temporal and frontal cortical areas. It was found that the acquisition of biological significance by the acoustic stimulus is reflected in the distribution of single EEG-oscillations of the theta-range in the studied brain structures both directly before the acoustic stimulus (background) and in the process of the animal's performance of the experimental task. The temporal distribution of the above oscillations in each brain area separately also undergoes changes.